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Vol-2: No:2: March: 1985: Editor: Dr. Shu HIKOSAKA, DR. AKIRA HIRAKAWA, AND OTHERS.(Buddhism in Tamil Natu: Some Introductory remarks, by Shu Hikosaka The cult of womanhood ; a comparative study of shelley and Bharati, by G.John Samuel, the upanishadic philosophy of education, by A.S.Babu, etc. with notes,reviews, royal size. Pp 230,vii, with inscribed objects and Harappan signs; a computer analysis. Rs.450/-


Studies on Malayalam Language – K.M. P. Variar, etc. Notes, reviews. Pp 177, plates, illus. Rs-450/-


Vol-8: No:2; March: 1991: chief ed. Dr. Shu Hikosaka, [processing of Japanese kanji on a micro computer, some tamil lexicographical records in western Europe-. By george james, the Indian theme of Ryasring and its evolution in japanese classics, by Anita Khanna, etc.] pp 166, with illustrations, text figures. Rs.450/-

Vol-9: No:1, Sept. 1991, chief ed. Dr. Shu Hikosaka, [the Manimekalai: Historical background and Indigenization of BUDDHISM, by A. Veluppillai, Head words for verbs in Tamil Dictionaries, by M.S. Pillai, the concept of pursottama in vedic and upanisadic literature and its bearing on pursottama jagannatha of Puri, by M. Mishra, with others chapters, review.] pp 162, tables, illus. Rs.450/-


Vol-13: No: 2: March: 1996: Chief Ed. Dr. Shu Hikosaka, [the Kavati Ritual as Paradigm of Hindu Religio – Cultural Expression, Markets, Towns & Overland Trade of the Coromandel Region in South India (A.D. 1500–1600), Pullamankai in its historical context, the ecological basis of Tribal Culture, by J. Suresh, Malaysian Educational Development: A Study in Inter Ethnic Relations: by R. Santhiram, etc.] pp 175, viii, with many colour photographs, figures, tables. Rs.450/-


Vol-15: No: 1, Sept: 1997: Chief Ed. Dr. Shu Hikosaka, [sanskritic BUDDHISM IN SOUTH EAST ASIA, bi Indira Y., Junghare, Panini & Modern Linguistics, panini &
Modern Linguistics, Dance Sculptures in Later Cola Temples – A Dancer as Third Sex, by YUKO FUKUROI, The Satyagirisvara cave temple at Tirumeyyam: Its Iconographical Significance, by V. Latha, Age of Tirukkural, the concept of soul in the non-vedic systems, etc] pp 160, with plates,tables. Rs.350/-


Vol-16: No:2:March: 1999:Chief Ed. G.John Samuel.[Murukan in Cankam Literature: Veriyattu- A Tribal; Worship, by M.S. Pillai, Murkuan: The Proto Tamil Cultural Archetype, by V. Murugan, A Comparative Study of the Skanda Murukangn symbolism and the nature Phenomena of the Yi Jing : A Philosophical Rapprochement of the Zhen/ Qian and Murukan/ Siva Duopoly, by T. Wignesan,Iconography of Skanda Murukan: Flashes of Insight, International Centre for the study of Murukan –Skanda, by Patrick Harrigan, If You go far,you!ll see a lot: Travel Proverbs of the Minangkabau people of West SUMATRA, INDONESIA, by Rebecca Fanany, etc. etc. pp 175,with illustrations, royal size. Rs.450/-


Vol-17: No:2: Special Issue: March: 2000.Guest Editor: Dr. T. Wignesan. [China & International Relations in the New Millennium, by Hall Gardner, Introduction to the Art of Eastern Asia, Trasforming the trading world of South East Asia, Chinese studies in the age of Globalization Culture & literature, by Wang Ning, Verbal & non-verbal Symbols: an Investigation into their Role in Self & group Indetification ( in Malaysia) by Asmah Haji Omar, Ancient Tamil Coins from Sri Lanka, with many other chapters. Pp 170,vi,with illustrations. Rs. 450/-


